REMINDER: 2023-2024 RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCES DATES
To support religious diversity on our campus, Emory University implemented a campus-wide Religious Accommodation Policy last August which allows students to request excused absences from class, rescheduled assignments, and other accommodations for their religious observances. As you prepare your fall 2023 syllabus, review the list of major religious observances for 2023-2024 and avoid scheduling major assignments, exams, meetings, and other events on these dates when possible to avoid the need for many accommodation requests. Please review the policy carefully, and note that it also applies to faculty and staff. For more detailed information or for consultation, please contact the Emory University Office of Spiritual and Religious Life (OSRL) at religiouslife@emory.edu.

COMING SOON: MATH REFRESHER
EPI and BIOS faculty are collaborating on a Math Refresher Canvas site for incoming and current students. Stay tuned for additional information that may include hyperlinks to include on syllabi should you wish to provide additional resources to support student learning.

RESOURCES FOR FALL
- Fall 2023 Dates
- Canvas Course Templates
- RSPH Syllabus Template

Reminders for Fall Instructors
- 8.22.23: Course syllabus and DEI Assessment Tool submission deadline. A summary of general themes from DEI tools previously completed across departments will be distributed in July.
- Please use this form to submit course syllabus and DEI Assessment Tool

CANVAS TRAINING & TOOLS
CANVAS upcoming training sessions can be found here. If you need to learn about a topic not listed below, please contact classes@emory.edu or schedule a one-on-one consultation. CANVAS tools are an easy way to add new features to your Canvas site. Learn more about our external tool request process.

SEMESTER AT A GLANCE
Summer 2023
MAY: Spring grades due and Summer semester begins
JUNE: Summer grading basis change deadline
AUG: Summer Classes End

HAPPENING IN JUNE
June 2023
16: Mid Term Evaluation Opens for Regular Classes
20: Fall Pre-Registration for Incoming Students Begins
23: Mid Term Evaluation Closes for Regular Classes
28: Fall Pre-Registration for Incoming Students Ends